NetScore
Auction
Management
For NetSuite

NetScore Auction Management application enables a powerful
extension to your NetSuite platform, which enables customers
to bid remotely by joining online auctions. NetScore Auction
Management can be deployed as-is or customized further to
meet your specific business requirements.

Realtime
Auction
Experience

The built-in monitoring tool will keep the customer engaged
with notifications of real-time auction statuses to all
connected devices.
NetScore Auction Management is built on a flexible framework
to make installation, setup and the activation process easier
and faster. The solution can be easily maintained from the
back-end with minimal steps required for administrators to
start and end the auction for the product. All configurations are
maintained through a central facility that is built into your
NetSuite platform.
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NetScore Auction Management for NetSuite

Benefits

Features

Realtime Auction Experience : Provides real time
auction clock and a seamless bid synchronization
with detail bidding history.

Timer : A timer can be displayed in the product
page for customers to know when an auction
will end.

Fast Setup and Easy Maintenance : The auction
configurator is easy enough to quickly setup an
auction listing and publish to your website. Multiple categories of the auction can be created and
run simultaneously.

Bidders Table : A bidders table can be displayed
in the product page, where customers can see all
of the bidders and bid prices for that specific
item in the auction.

Built for NetSuite : The auction engine runs native
to NetSuite, helps to enable all leading practices to
make the application compatible with NetSuite
standards.

Auction Details : A table can be displayed in the
product page, where customers can see the
auction details like latest bidder, auction name,
latest bid price etc.

Increased Sales : Creates a competitive environment for customers, enticing them to place the
highest bid to win.

Watch : A watch button will be used for customers to know details about the auction. Current
status, latest bidder, latest price can be viewed
from the watch button as well as email notifications sent to the customer.

Stock Clearance : Auctioning products online is
the easiest way to sell the unsold inventory from
your warehouses.

Configuration : The bidding process will be
created in NetSuite backend where an administrator can enable and disable the auction feature
for the product.
Bid : Customers have the ability to place multiple
bids in a running auction.
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BIDDING AMOUNT

STATUS

27
28

Dolby Home Theatre 5.1
Nikon 3500 DSLR

100.0
98767.0

winner

29

Apple iPhone 8 (Gold, 64GB)

20010.0
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